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Few Westerners enjoy Graham Fuller’s breadth of experience in the Muslim-
majority world. Decades of government work and extensive travel after retirement clearly
have made him comfortable in an area stretching from North Africa to Indonesia. The
book under review reflects Fuller’s intellectual odyssey into the world of political Islam,
which in its modern forms has largely developed on his watch.

Fuller’s book begins promisingly. He usefully begins by defining an “Islamist” as
“one who believes that Islam as a body of faith has something important to say about how
politics and society should be ordered in the contemporary Muslim world and who seeks
to implement this idea in some fashion.” While many who write for public audiences
seek to elide “Islamist,” “fundamentalist” and “jihadist” into one threatening ball of
pathological behavior, Fuller manages to define the word in a way that concentrates on
the mainstream of the phenomenon rather than on its most radical extremes.

The first part of the book explores the growing intersection of Islam and politics
in the 20th century, portraying it as a response to internal and external factors, and not
least the colonial legacy and the failure of secular politics to deliver either freedom or
prosperity in the modern period. Fuller’s account reflects thousands of conversations he
has had on these subjects with Muslims, but he does not situate this discussion in either
the Western academic debate or the public debates going on in Muslim communities. One
is left with Fuller’s conclusions, but it is hard for an uninitiated reader to understand how
he arrived at them, or to get a sense what is contested and what is generally accepted in
what he says.

Fuller’s predilection for presenting conclusions rather than the reasoning that led
him to them is even more evident in his chapter on Islam and terrorism, which feels like it
was dropped into the middle of the book after September 11. He asserts, for example,
that, “Nearly all Muslims, including a broad range of Islamist leaders, immediately
condemned the attack as a crime against the tenets of Islam.” (p. 84). He offers no
examples or qualifications, and he appears untroubled when he notes the lingering
assumption of many that the attack was not done by Muslims at all, but was in fact a
Mossad plot. Similarly, he writes that “Most Muslims, including most Islamists admire
U.S. political values, even when uncomfortable with many U.S. social values (or absence
thereof).” (p. 86). What is one to make of contrary views that one has read in the press,
on Islamist websites, or elsewhere? In yet another instance, Fuller asserts that Islam
unambiguously condemns violence against civilians and cites Khaled Abou El Fadl, an
erudite and learned U.S.-based scholar. Abou El Fadl is one authority, but he is neither
the most authoritative nor the most influential. His judgment of what is and is not
permissible under Islamic law is hardly the last word, especially in the face of the large
number of Muslim clerics—such as al-Jazeera personality Sheikh Yusuf Qaradawi and
former Egyptian mufti Sheikh Nasr Farid Wassel—who have ascertained various
exceptions to rules barring such violence. Not only does Fuller not engage with contrary
ideas; in those instances where he acknowledges them, he swiftly marginalizes the
extremists and moves on.



The remaining chapters return to his earlier theme, that political Islam is a natural
outgrowth of Islam and the historical experiences of Muslims. He calls for understanding
toward authoritarian Islamist regimes like Afghanistan, Iran and Sudan, asserting that
their authoritarianism is not an outgrowth of Islam, but of these countries’ authoritarian
past and their troubled present. He argues that the true judgment of Islam in politics can
only come after an Islamic regime arises in a democratic state, and he points hopefully to
Turkey as an example.

Time after time, Fuller emphasizes exculpatory evidence for Islamic thought and
minimizes the debates going on within it. At the same time, he has a far keener eye for
incriminating statements from Western figures than from Islamic ones. He argues, for
example, that Islam has no historical beef with Judaism or Christianity, and suggests that
“any latent tensions with Jews were rekindled, redramatized and intensified 1,400 years
later by contemporary hostility between the modern state of Israel and the Muslim
world.” Western hatred runs deeper, apparently. The next paragraph quotes the evangelist
Franklin Graham saying “The God of Islam is not the same God…It’s a different God
and I believe it is a very evil and wicked religion.” (pp. 147-48). Does anyone doubt that
intolerant, xenophobic and hateful utterances have come from Muslim clerics? Indeed,
they are legion, but Fuller neither contextualizes nor explains them, because he
determines that they are not mainstream.

Most of this book is about the past and the present, but it is clear that when Fuller
looks forward, he cannot envision a democratic future for the Middle East that does not
contain a special role for Islam. That judgment is likely right, and for many of the reasons
Fuller cites in his book.

Sadly, however, this book is unlikely to create the debate it clearly hopes to do.
Academics will be put off by the author’s lack of engagement with the academic
literature, the sweeping breadth of the material, and the author’s tendency to use bullets
and italics—rather than grammar and language—to emphasize his key points. A popular
readership will have a hard time absorbing it, because it contains few of the anecdotes,
quotations and illustrative details that help make complex topics more digestible. Finally,
those critical of political Islam will dismiss Fuller as a mere apologist.

It is a shame, because this book is based on considerable experience and contains
many savvy judgments. It is clearly empathetic to the struggles of Muslim-majority
populations to shape their own societies and to define the place of those societies in the
global community, and one can learn much from it. But in that struggle is a remarkable
vitality, and that vitality is missing in this otherwise valuable book.


